Across:
1 - The degree to which one is true to one's own personality/spirit. {AUTHENTICITY}
5 - Conformity to the truth. {VERACITY}
6 - Doctrine that holds that pleasure is the highest good. {HEDONISM}
10 - View that normative properties depend only on consequences. [page 25] {CONSEQUENTIALISM}
14 - Moral liberty (2 words). {FREE WILL}
16 - A period of unrestrained self-indulgence. [page 6] {BINGE}
17 - Oil well of Deepwater Horizon {MACONDO}
20 - Acting according to the dictates of one's conscience. {CONSCIENTIOUS}
22 - The philosophy of art. {AESTHETICS}
23 - Making a thing(sport) what it is. [page 8] {CONSTITUTIVE}
24 - Compensation for harm to others {REPARATION}
25 - Study of knowledge. {EPISTEMOLOGY}
26 - Author of "Meditations on First Philosophy". {SARTE}

Down:
2 - That which cannot be taken away from a possessor e.g "-----human rights". {INALIENABLE}
3 - A special entitlement derived by virtue of position or belonging to a group in society. [page 30] {PRIVILEGE}
4 - A methodological approach to understanding phenomenon based on empiricism and objectivity. {POSITIVISM}
7 - Study of the DNA sequence of organisms [page 16] {GENOMICS}
8 - Deprive someone of the right of suffrage. {DISENFRANCHISE}
9 - Inventor of basketball [page 11] {NAISMITH}
11 - Character in Arendt's "Banality of Evil". {EICHMANN}
12 - A short amusing narrative of a biographical incident. [page 24] {ANECDOTE}
13 - _____ vs. Board of Education of Topeka: US supreme court ruling that ended racial segregation of schools. {BROWN}
15 - Existing in its natural state. [page 18] {FERAL}
18 - An innate right to respect and ethical treatment that a being expects [page 14] {DIGNITY}
19 - Bull city ---- (makes Durham more accessible to Duke) [page 12] {CONNECTOR}
21 - Inflating entries in a financial account/resume. [page 16] {PADDING}